ISO 55000 Assessment

Aiding your journey towards Asset Management Excellence

IAM Endorsed Assessor:
ISO 55000 Benchmarking & Implementation Support

As a Patron and Endorsed Assessor affiliated to the Institute of Asset Management (IAM), at BMT we recognise that organisations will realise business benefits – such as improved financial performance and managed risk – from their assets through developing robust asset stewardship approaches. This includes implementing an asset management system or framework that aligns with the international specification of ISO 55000.

An asset management system facilitated through the adoption of ISO 55000 enables a structured approach for the development, co-ordination and control of asset-related activities across their life cycle, helping an organisation to meet its objectives through effective asset management approaches.

How can we help?

In support of our clients’ journeys towards adopting best in class asset stewardship approaches, we assess gaps in conformance or implementation of an organisation’s asset management system against ISO 55000 requirements. We provide a robust diagnosis of the current position, together with recommendations of how to close any gaps to align an asset management system with ISO 55000 good practice.

Asset management is about continuous improvement; whether our clients are at the very beginning, or more advanced in their journey towards good practice adoption, at BMT we provide impartial, pragmatic and trusted advice so that objectives, be it formal accreditation or reaching a position of excellence, can be achieved.

ISO 55000: The international blueprint supporting the optimal management of assets

- A clear, internationally recognised standard for a best practice management system for asset management.
- 27 clause checklist with a rigorous requirements specification examining technical artefacts and organisational behaviours.
- Applicable to all sectors and asset types.
- Growing uptake in UK and international Defence sector. Mandated in UK rail and highways sectors with uptake in energy and water sectors. Significant uptake in the Middle East for demonstration of prestige and best-in-class capabilities.
How does your organisation compare? Understand where your strengths and opportunities lie in relation to internationally recognised best practice.

**Endorsed Assessor Services**

- **Initial Diagnostics**
  Our Assessors undertake Gap Analyses to give a clear view of the current As-Is situation and maturity level against the standard requirements.

- **Ongoing Surveillance**
  We provide periodic surveillance and monitoring against ISO 55000 maturity levels in order to provide stakeholder confidence and instill continuous improvement.

- **Strategic Roadmapping**
  Our Assessors work closely with our clients to develop a clear strategic pathway and action plan to suit their maturity level aspirations and objectives.

- **Gap Closure Support**
  We assist our clients with ISO 55000 gap closure and embedding associated best practice, such as asset strategy, policy, plans, and operational procedures.

---

**Top 5 Benefits of ISO 55000 Adoption**

1. Improved regulatory compliance and meeting contractual obligations.
2. Long term cost savings demonstrated in sectors and organization pursuing ISO 55000 adoption.
4. Informed asset management improvement decisions relative to good practice.
5. Enhanced reputation achieved from demonstration best in class practices.

---

**Contact Us**

For more information on our ISO 55000 Assessment services - or details of how BMT can help you increase and assure asset performance, reliability, availability, compliance and security - get in touch.

**John Skelton**
Head of Asset Performance Services, BMT
john.skelton@bmtglobal.com

**Stephen Hodson**
Strategic Asset Consultancy Capability Lead, BMT
stephen.hodson@bmtglobal.com